Abstract This paper provides an overview of the studies that were conducted in our laboratories in the last decade on hetero-atom doped carbon structures as potential oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalysts for PEM fuel cells. These studies include evaluating the potential of nitrogen doped carbon nanostructures as cathode catalysts for proton exchange membrane and direct methanol fuel cells and examining the nature of the transition metal used as growth catalysts in synthesis of these materials, through activity and in situ and ex situ characterization experiments. These studies also shed some light on the ongoing debate about the differences and similarities between two classes of materials used for ORR, namely FeNC and CN x catalysts, through activity and stability tests, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Möss-bauer spectroscopy, temperature-programmed techniques and selective poisoning experiments designed to probe the active sites.
Introduction
Recent decade has seen an increased interest in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells as efficient energy conversion devices for mobile applications. In spite of the significant advances made in all components of PEM fuel cells, the high cost associated with the Pt-based cathode electrocatalysts continues to impede their wide-spread application. The reaction that takes place in the cathode is the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). While complete reduction of oxygen to water involves transfer of four electrons per oxygen molecule, partial reduction to H 2 O 2 , which involves transfer of two electrons, could also occur, resulting in power loss as well as leading to material deterioration.
Since the operating temperature for PEM fuel cells is relatively low (*80°C), the oxygen reduction reaction suffers from slow kinetics, hence requiring high loading levels of Pt.
There have been prior studies seeking alternatives to Pt for PEM fuel cells, as summarized in several recent reviews [1] [2] [3] [4] . Some of these studies were based on the nature-inspired concept of using hemoglobin-type molecules (N 4 -chelates with Co or Fe ions as the active center) to perform the oxygen reduction function [5, 6] . Large organic macrocycles containing Fe or Co centers such as phtalocyanine were reported to be active for ORR when supported on high-surface area carbon [7] . Although these complex compounds were not stable for long periods of time in the fuel cell environment, it was discovered that subjecting them to a heat treatment could improve their stability and activity. Van Veen et al. were one of the earlier groups to report the formation of a new catalytic site upon high temperature treatments of carbon-supported organo-metallic macrocycles [8] . Later studies have reported that it was not necessary to begin with organic macrocycles in order to produce active and stable nonnoble metal ORR electrocatalysts [9] . Often heating an N and C source over metal particles was sufficient. Dodelet and co-workers have conducted extensive studies on the preparation of ORR catalysts from simple Fe and nitrogen precursors [10] [11] [12] [13] . They have proposed an active site, where Fe is stabilized by at least two pyridinic nitrogens in a manner similar to a phenanthroline molecule adsorbing an iron ion. Their more recent studies reported activities approaching that of Pt catalysts [14] .
While there have been reports pointing to a N-stabilized metal center as the active site, there have been other studies which suggested that the metal used in the formation of the carbon nano-structures simply serves as a growth catalyst during the pyrolysis and is not a part of the active site [15] [16] [17] [18] .
2 Nitrogen-Containing Carbon Nanostructures (CN x ) as ORR Electrocatalysts
In the early phase of our studies, catalyst samples were prepared by decomposing C-and N-containing precursors (e.g., CH 3 CN) over Vulcan carbon (VC) in an inert atmosphere at temperatures ranging from 600 to 900°C. Some of the VC supports were ''doped'' with Fe (or Ni) prior to pyrolysis using an acetate or nitrate precursor of the metal. The pyrolysis was monitored using a thermogravimetry/differential scanning calorimetry technique combined with on-line mass spectrometry. The samples were observed to ''gain weight'' as a result of C deposition on the surface. When these post-pyrolysis samples were characterized using temperature programmed oxidation (TPO), the VC which went through pyrolysis was seen to have a lower onset temperature for oxidation, compared to untreated VC. Also seen in these TPO experiments was the presence of a strong NO x signal over post-pyrolysis VC sample, clearly showing the presence of significant levels of nitrogen in these materials [16] . When these materials were characterized using the XPS, N1s region of the spectra clearly showed the existence of various nitrogen species associated with the graphene structure ( Fig. 1 ).
Activity improvement observed over undoped VC following CH 3 CN pyrolysis suggested that ORR activity can be achieved without a metal center, however, because of the presence of metal impurities in VC, a question still remained as to the source of activity. To answer this question, a pure alumina support was prepared using a solgel technique, taking great care to eliminate any metal contamination. For comparison, samples were also synthesized using alumina support doped with Fe or Ni.
Following CH 3 CN pyrolysis, significant levels of carbon deposition were observed on all substrates, with or without metal doping. Samples were washed with HF to remove the alumina support as well as any exposed metal and the washed samples were characterized extensively. CN x catalysts grown over Fe-Al 2 O 3 support still had the highest ORR activity. However, there was also significant activity over the CN x catalysts grown over alumina support with no metal doping. This result was significant in showing that ORR activity can be achieved without a metal center [17, 18] .
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra and ORR activity measurements taken over these samples showed a correlation between the pyridinic N content and enhanced ORR activity (Fig. 2) [17]. Catalysts with a higher pyridinic-N content were more active.
When the nano-structure of these CN x materials were examined using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM), significant differences in the nanogeometries were observed, ranging from nano-onions to stacked-platelets. What was different about these nanogeometries was the way different crystal planes were exposed [16] . Figure 3 shows examples of carbon nanostructures prepared in our laboratories. Herring-bone and stacked cup structures prepared over Fe-containing substrates by pyrolyzing a C-N source (CH 3 CN) had more edge plane exposure and had higher activity. Pyridinic N content was also higher in nano-geometries preferentially exposing edge planes. Multi-walled nano-tubes with graphene planes parallel to the axis of the fiber and hence exposing only the basal planes had much lower activity. Also, noted in these studies was the fact that edge planes with no nitrogen content had no ORR activity. Stacked platelet structure which was prepared without any nitrogen source had very little activity although it had mostly edge plane exposure (Fig. 3d) [19] . CN x samples grown over Fe-containing supports were further characterized by Mössbauer spectroscopy (Fig. 4) . Mössbauer spectroscopy results were important in providing additional insight into the role of iron. Prior to washing, cementite was the primary iron phase and it increased with the time of the acetonitrile pyrolysis, verifying that the fiber growth was taking place through a carbide intermediate. The low temperature (77 K) spectrum showed the nature of the metallic iron as a paramagnetic phase (c-Fe), verifying that the iron particles left in the samples after washing were encased in graphite, as seen in the insets. There was no evidence of a N-stabilized Fe center or any correlation of activity with a Fe phase, providing further support that Fe may not be needed for the ORR reaction [20] . In addition to alumina support, catalysts could also be prepared using SiO 2 -and MgO-supported metal particles as growth catalysts [15, 21] . Using these supports is a more attractive option because they can be removed from carbon using safer leaching agents. The growth process of nitrogen-doped carbon nano-structures (CN x ) was characterized using in situ [X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), and X-ray diffraction (XRD)] and ex situ (XPS, TEM) techniques [22] . CN x nano-structures were grown on two different Co-doped substrates: VC and MgO. CN x formation was achieved by pyrolyzing a C-and N-containing compound, CH 3 CN, at high temperatures. Figure 5 shows the in situ XANES spectra of the Co/VC and Co/MgO growth substrates during the CH 3 CN pyrolysis. The Co phase was seen to go through different transformations during the pyrolysis process, depending on the growth substrate used. The Co species, which started in an acetate matrix prior to pyrolysis, became partially reduced with heating and with CH 3 CN treatment. Co supported on VC was more reduced at the end of the pyrolysis step. After washing the samples in acid, XRD, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and XPS analysis showed the Co phase left behind to be primarily metallic, regardless of the growth substrate used. Figure 6 shows the XANES and magnitudes of k 2 -weighted Fourier transforms of Co K-edge EXAFS spectra. Although the metal may be in different oxidation states over the two substrates at the end of the pyrolysis process, after acid washing, only metal remaining in these samples is encased in carbon and is very similar regardless of the support used. TEM imaging showed CN x after acid-washing to be in the form of stacked cup nano-structures, with metallic cobalt particles visibly encased in carbon. The nitrogen content and the types of N species were significantly different on the two substrates, which led to activity differences as shown by RDE. Those grown on Co-MgO had a higher nitrogen content, as well as a higher fraction of pyridinic N and oxidized pyridinic N compared to their counterparts grown on Co-VC. This difference also manifested itself in the superior performance of the former, while acid washing led to improved performance for both. These results were consistent with previous findings that showed a correlation between the pyridinic N content and ORR activity, regardless of how the CN x nano-structures were grown.
CN x Catalysts as Potential Direct Methanol Fuel Cell Catalysts
Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) utilize a direct feed of aqueous methanol to the anode in place of the hydrogen in a PEM fuel cell. Replacing hydrogen with aqueous methanol removes the need for fuel reformation and hydrogen storage, therefore, greatly simplifying the inlet balance-ofplant for fuel cell systems. In DMFC the anode and cathode reactions are the following:
While DMFCs have advantages in fuel supply and storage, methanol crossover limits the technology currently. Ptbased catalysts are active for methanol oxidation and also suffer from ORR activity loss in the presence of methanol, which poses a serious problem for direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC), where the membrane is not impermeable for methanol. Methanol crossover, where the methanol fed to the anode permeates through the membrane to the cathode side, inhibits the Pt-based cathode catalysts and causes a reduction in the fuel cell coulombic efficiency [23] . The methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) occurs at the cathode as a parasitic reaction, reducing the open circuit potential [24] . There is also a potential for the methanol and MOR intermediates and products to poison the cathode catalyst [25] .
An important result from our studies was related to the inactivity of the nitrogen-containing carbon structures for methanol oxidation [26] . When CN x catalysts were tested in the presence of methanol they showed no activity loss for ORR and they showed no activity for methanol oxidation, rendering them attractive candidates for DMFC or Mixed Reactant DMFCs. Figure 7 presents a voltammogram that shows that there is no methanol oxidation activity and there is no activity loss due to methanol in these catalysts, as opposed to Pt/VC which shows very significant methanol oxidation [26] .
Carbon Corrosion Characteristics of CN x Catalysts
The oxidizing and acidic environment of PEM and DMFC cathodes provides an additional challenge in the development of catalyst materials. The long-term stability of the carbon black in the cathode remains a concern. Efforts have been made to create new ORR catalysts using conductive supports with better corrosion resistance. Researchers have been studying the corrosion properties of cathode materials including supports of carbon blacks and carbon nanostructures using accelerated half-cell testing [27, 28] in addition to extended time-on-stream full fuel cell testing. The electrochemical hyrdoquinone/quinone redox pair is indicative of the oxidation of carbonaceous material (Fig. 8a) . CN x catalysts and VC were compared in accelerated aging conditions using hydroquinone/quinone cyclic voltammetry. Figure 8b shows the intermittent CVs taken over VC while performing chronoamperometric potential holds. The hydroquinone/quinone peaks are evident by the increase in current at *0.6 V vs. NHE [27, 29] with time in the anodic (upper) set of linear scans. The intensity of the peaks increases significantly as the duration of high-voltage hold increases. Figure 8c shows similar CVs taken over CN x . The intensity increase of hydroquinone/quinone peaks in CN x materials is smaller than VC, suggesting that these materials are more corrosion resistant [30] . 
Incorporation of Other Heteroatoms
The inclusion of noncarbon atoms (nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, etc.) into the hexagonal networks of graphitic carbons is believed to modify the electronic and chemical properties carbon [31] . In previous studies, phosphorous incorporation into carbon-nitrogen nanostructure lattice was reported [31] , although the ORR catalytic activity of these structures was not studied. Phosphorus and sulfur, like nitrogen, can impart graphitic carbon catalysts with increased electron donation ability. It is a natural extension that the inclusion of heteroatoms into graphitic, ORR electrocatalysts would alter the reaction properties. CN x P y catalysts were synthesized by pyrolyzing acetonitrile at 900°C over a magnesia support doped with iron acetate and triphenylphosphine. When Fe/P ratios were changed, significant differences were observed in the ORR activity measured by rotating disk electrode [32] . Figure 9 shows a comparison of the ORR activities between CN x and CN x Py catalysts. Catalysts grown over Fe/MgO substrate doped with small amounts of phosphorous (P/Fe \1) showed significant activity improvement compared to P-free sample as seen by the higher onset potential. However, the samples grown over much higher P/Fe ratios showed the opposite effect, suggesting that there is an optimum level of P doping to be used in the growth of these materials. We have also observed increased disorder in the nanofiber morphology with P doping (Fig. 9, inset) . It is not clear how the P-doping changes the ORR activity. Low levels of phosphorous are thought to lower the eutectic point of transition metals used to grow carbon nanostructure during pyrolysis, which can impact the carbon growth process [31, 33] . When density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the Gaussian 03 program, 6 was employed to investigate the capability of edge P to catalyze the ORR, the computational investigation demonstrated that an edge phosphinate group can be active for 2-and 4-electron ORR in a PEM fuel cell [34] .
Effect of S was also examined using thiophene in the pyrolysis gas mixture. Sulfur was found to serve as a growth promoter, with no detrimental effect on activity [35] .
Active Site Debate
Although our studies consistently suggested that the metal (Fe, Co) used as growth substrate during the pyrolysis process served only as a catalyst for the formation of the carbon nanostructures, and after leaching, the only metal left was completely encased in carbon, there has been continuing debate about the nature of active site and the role of the metal in the CN x materials. In an effort to clarify some of the ambiguity, we embarked upon a series of studies to use selective poisons to probe the active site. The rationale was that, if Fe centers were indeed the active site, the use of known poisons for iron catalysts should lead to significant activity loss in ORR.
Use of CO Poisoning as a Probe
In this study, interaction of carbon monoxide with CN x catalysts was investigated using pulse chemisorption, DRIFTS, and cyclic voltammetry techniques [36] .
Cyclic voltammograms in electrolytes saturated with argon, carbon monoxide, and oxygen were acquired at 0 rpm. Similar experiments were conducted with Pt/VC catalyst for comparison (Fig. 10) . The catalyst-coated electrodes were not subjected to any additional treatments. Over the Pt/VC catalyst, carbon monoxide is seen to oxidize, as evidenced by the peak at 0.9 V vs. NHE on the anodic scan in CO-saturated electrolyte (Fig. 10a) . Furthermore, the decrease in the current density in CO over the Pt/VC catalyst compared to argon-saturated electrolyte corresponds to a decrease in the H ? adsorption and desorption (potential range of 0.2-0.0 V vs. NHE), showing a clear poisoning effect. This suggests that proton adsorption is restricted by carbon monoxide adsorbed on the platinum sites. The CVs obtained over the CN x catalyst, however, are identical regardless of whether the electrolyte is saturated with argon or CO, clearly showing that there is no electrochemical interaction of CO with any site over this catalyst (Fig. 10b) .
The RDE cathodic potential scans taken over CN x catalysts in electrolytes saturated with different gases or gas mixtures, namely, Ar, O 2 , O 2 ? CO, and O 2 after CO treatment are shown in Fig. 10c . As expected, when the electrolyte is saturated with a mixture of CO and O 2 (50:50), the current density drops by about one half of that observed in pure oxygen. When the scan is repeated in pure oxygen following CO treatment, there is no difference in the disk currents obtained before or after CO treatment indicating that CN x catalysts did not suffer from poisoning with CO. Similar results were observed in chronoamperometric experiments where CN x catalysts exhibited only a dilution effect when oxygen was replaced with a 50:50 mixture of oxygen and argon or oxygen and CO unlike Pt/ VC sample, which showed a complete loss of activity.
In addition, pulsed chemisorption experiments at 35°C were performed using carbon monoxide as the adsorbate. There was no CO uptake over CN x whereas Pt/VC showed significant CO adsorption. There was also CO 2 formation observed as a result of interaction of CO with the Pt sites, which may suggest a possible contribution from Boudouard reaction. The interaction of CO with the catalyst surface was also examined through DRIFT spectroscopy. Following CO adsorption, when the gas stream is switched to He, bands at 2165, 2115, 2060 and 1768 cm -1 are observed over the Pt/VC catalyst, suggesting strong interaction of CO with the Pt sites. When a similar experiment was performed over CN x , no adsorbed CO species were observed after the gas stream was switched to He [36] .
Use of Cyanide Poisoning as a Probe
To further probe the active sites, additional poisoning experiments were conducted using cyanide (KCN) as a poison. The motivation for these studies was a report in the literature that pyrolyzed and unpyrolyzed iron pthalocyanine catalysts showed significant poisoning by cyanide [37] . The conclusion of the report was that the significant decrease observed in ORR onset potential of these catalysts in the presence of cyanide would suggest that the active sites in these materials are Fe-centered. Figure 11a , b shows the RDE measurements performed in a phosphate buffer of pH 6 over Pt/VC and CN x , respectively, to examine the effect of cyanide in their ORR activity. Scans taken in the absence and presence of cyanide are presented in the same figures. The Pt/VC catalyst shows a clear poisoning effect, with a decrease in onset potential over 450 mV. The significant decrease in limiting current suggests a loss of Pt sites. Interestingly, there is no poisoning effect observed for the CN x catalysts in the presence of cyanide. The onset potential and the current density are identical in the scans run with and without KCN (Fig. 11b) . This result provides a strong evidence that in the CN x materials, which are prepared by acetonitrile decomposition over a metal-doped oxide surface, metalcentered active sites are not present [36] .
FeNC and CN x : Differences and Similarities

Structural, Compositional and Surface
Comparisons: Nature and Role of Fe
In the next phase of our studies, we focused some of our efforts in understanding the differences and similarities between two classes of carbon-based materials that are used as ORR catalysts, FeNC and CN x . FeNC catalysts were prepared by adapting a procedure described by Dodelet and co-workers [14] where phenonthroline was used as a pore filler for Black Pearls, followed by wet impregnation with an iron precursor, such as Fe-acetate. After ball milling, the resulting materials were heat treated first in an inert, then in NH 3 . CN x catalysts were prepared pyrolizing CH 3 CN over growth substrates such as a Fe-doped oxide support (MgO), followed by acid washing. These two catalysts showed major differences as well as some similarities. CN x catalysts were highly graphitic, showing a welldefined stacked cup structure and with Fe particles clearly visible encased in some of the ''cup''s (Fig. 12) . FeNC catalysts were mostly amorphous, with metallic Fe particles being visible on the surface [38] .
The effect of acid washing was markedly different for the two catalysts. While CN x showed a dramatic improvement in activity after acid washing, FeNC, exhibited a noticeable decrease in its activity. This trend is a first evidence of the inherent differences in the catalytic active sites of the catalysts. Acid washing possibly leaches away some of the Fe from the active Fe-N x sites in FeNC, leading to an activity loss, while in the case of CN x , the effect of acid washing is to eliminate the exposed iron species from the catalyst surface, along with the oxide support. Table 1 shows a comparison of the half-wave potentials for FeNC and CN x before and after washing.
When these two catalysts were immersed in 1 M HCl for extended periods of time, a further difference emerged. 77 % of the iron in CN x leached out within the first hour, indicating that a significant amount of Fe in these samples was exposed after the pyrolysis step and that it could be leached out easily. The total concentration of iron leached out from CN x was also much greater than that of FeNC, (77 % for CN x versus 24 % for FeNC after the first hour). Another important observation was that, in the case of CN x , most acid leaching took place within the first 1 h of being immersed in the acid solution, and there was little change in iron content after that whereas FeNC continued losing Fe with increased immersion time. The magnetization of these two materials was also compared using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. Figure 13 shows the magnetization as a function of field at 300 K for CN x and FeNC (washed and unwashed). The data suggest a superparamagnetic behavior for all samples as evident from the negligible hysteresis in the curves. The acid-washing step led to an increase in the saturation magnetization for CN x sample while it showed the opposite effect for FeNC catalyst [38] .
The effect of acid washing was further examined by extended X-ray absorption spectroscopy (EXAFS). A comparison of the FT magnitudes of the Fe-K edge for the catalysts and the standards is shown in Fig. 14 (values are  uncorrected) . CN x shows major differences due to washing. CN x -unwashed has Fe in 2? oxidation state due to oxidation of the exposed iron species upon contact with air after pyrolysis. After acid-washing, all of the oxidized Fe species is leached away, and what is left behind is mostly carbidic or metallic Fe encased in the carbon nanostructures. The two spectra for FeNC, on the other hand, are very similar, with features that could correspond to Fe-Fe and Fe-C x or Fe-N x bonds.
XPS spectra of the CN x and FeNC catalysts in the N 1 s region revealed further differences in the distribution of their N species (Fig. 15) . The N 1 s region was deconvoluted into three different nitrogen species, identified as pyridinic N (398.0-398.9 eV) [11, 39] energies higher than 402 eV [16, 19, 41] . The fraction of N in pyridinic form was the same in CN x catalyst before and after washing, suggesting that washing, which leaches out the oxide support and the exposed metal, does not affect the nitrogen species.
In the case of FeNC, there was a significant increase in the relative pyridinic-N content after washing. A possible explanation for this increase could be that Fe-species that were coordinated to edge-nitrogen species on two graphite planes were washed away, leaving behind more exposed edge-nitrogen and subsequently increasing the percentage of pyridinic nitrogen in FeNC (Fig. 17, inset ).
Stability Comparisons
The long term stability and activity of CN x and FeNC catalysts were also compared in both half-cell and a single PEM fuel cell [38] . In these tests the active forms of the two catalysts, FeNC-unwashed and CN x -washed were used. The accelerated durability tests showed that, over FeNC, there was a continued deterioration of performance with repeated cycles whereas CN x demonstrated the highest activity loss during the first 100 cycles, after which, it reached a pseudo-steady state, as there was no significant activity loss between 100, 500 and 1,000 cycles. As we have reported earlier [30] , CN x materials do not undergo carbon corrosion as severely as some other carbon supports, such as VC, and this could be one of the factors responsible for its prolonged stability. Stability tests in a PEM fuel cell showed that the initial activity of the FeNC catalyst was significantly higher than that of the CN x catalysts, but after the 100-h voltage hold at 0.5 V, their performances became much more similar.
Use of H 2 S Poisoning as a Probe
In spite of well-established differences, the question of the active site and the role of the metal in these two classes of catalysts continues to linger. Additional studies were performed to probe the active site in both materials using H 2 S, a well-known poison [42, 43] . Activity loss in iron-based catalysts has been attributed to sulfur for many well-known reactions such as Fisher-Tropsch, water-gas shift, ammonia synthesis, ammonia decomposition and iron carburization [44] [45] [46] [47] . Furthermore, hydrogen sulfide is known to readily bind to the oxygen adsorption iron site in heme at 37°C [48] . Hence, the conjecture of an iron-based catalytic site would only be proved if the catalysts exhibited a similar deactivation when exposed to hydrogen sulfide. Figure 16 compares the effect of H 2 S exposure on ORR activity for Pt/VC, FeNC and CN x catalysts as measured by RDE. Both Pt/VC and FeNC catalysts that were exposed to H 2 S showed a decrease in activity, as manifested by the lower onset potential and the lower limiting current as compared to untreated counterparts. CN x treated with H 2 S, however, was observed to have an increase in activity as compared to untreated CN x , indicating that CN x was not at all poisoned by exposure to sulfur. On the contrary, its activity improved. Although it is not clear at this point why such an improvement took place, it is conceivable that sulfur may be providing additional heteroatom substitutions in the carbon matrix and, hence changing its electron donation and/or oxygen adsorption characteristics.
N 1 s regions of the X-ray photoelectron spectra for untreated and H 2 S-treated CN x and FeNC catalysts show that following sulfur exposure, the contribution from pyridinic N species increased for CN x while it decreased for FeNC [42, 43] . One possible explanation for this increase in CN x is the conversion of pyridinic N ? O -sites back to pyridinic N sites by removal of oxygen with H 2 S. The decrease in the relative intensity of N ? O -sites supports this possibility. It is also possible that the increase observed in ORR activity may also be related to this increase in pyridinic N density on the surface. It is not clear if the decrease in pyridinic N contribution over the FeNC catalysts may partially account for the decrease in ORR activity, especially if both Fe and C-N sites are contributing to the activity. It is, however, more likely that the major cause of the activity of loss is the binding of sulfur to Fe sites as shown by the XAS studies, which are summarized below.
XAS experiments were performed in order to determine the changes in the phases as well as those in the local bonding environment of iron in the untreated and H 2 S-treated CN x and FeNC catalysts (Fig. 17) . The XANES spectra for untreated and H 2 S-treated CN x catalysts (Fig. 17a) , were identical indicating that the local Fe structure is unchanged by H 2 S treatment. XANES spectra for CN x appeared to strongly resemble iron in the metallic or carbidic phases. The Fourier transform obtained at the Fe K edge and k 2 weighted EXAFS (Fig. 17b ) displayed a nearly identical local bonding environment for untreated and H 2 S treated CN x . Since TEM images have revealed iron to be encased in several graphitic layers in CN x , the absence of any change in the iron phase between untreated and H 2 S-treated CN x is expected, considering that iron would not be affected by a chemical treatment when protected by sheets of carbon [42] .
A similar comparison for FeNC showed a clear interaction of sulfur with the Fe sites (Fig. 17c, d ). Spectra for FeS are also included in these figures as reference. As seen in the XANES spectra (Fig. 17c) , the differences in preedge energies are evident in the H 2 S-treated and sulfur-free catalysts. While sulfur-treated sample has an identical preedge feature to iron(II) sulfide, indicating a ?2 oxidation A comparison of the uncorrected FT magnitudes (Fig. 17d ) showed contributions from Fe-S at an uncorrected value of 1.9 Å corresponding to a bond length of 2.2 Å from the EXAFS fit. This is indicative of iron-sulfur bond formation, which was also seen in XPS analysis of S 2p spectra [43] . The catalyst exposed to H 2 S exhibits a very different coordination state from untreated sample, which shows a large peak for Fe-Fe bond present in metal carbide, with a shoulder for Fe-C. This feature may have contributions from Fe-N as well [49] [50] [51] . Both the XANES and EXAFS spectra imply that the sulfur treatment brought about a pronounced change in the oxidation state as well as local bonding environment of Fe in FeNC.
Thus, it was shown that hydrogen sulfide exposure to iron-containing CN x did not render it inactive whereas a strong deactivation effect was observed for FeNC catalyst. When combined with previous findings that demonstrated substantial ORR activity on a metal-free CN x catalyst, these observations point towards a metal-free ORR active site in CN x while the metal has a clear role to play in FeNC catalysts. The ORR activity of N-doped graphene sheets which are prepared without any metal incorporation has recently been reported, providing additional support for our conclusions about the CN x catalysts [52] .
Conclusions
These studies showed nitrogen-doped carbon nano-structures (CN x ) to have substantial activity for ORR in acidic media. While they are not as active as Pt-based catalysts, they appear to be quite stable, with much higher resistance to carbon corrosion than other carbon supports, as well as much lower activity loss in accelerated half-cell and polarization measurements. They also have no activity for methanol oxidation and no activity loss in the presence of methanol, making them promising candidates for DMFCs.
These studies also answered many of the questions about the nature and the role of the metal that is used in the growth of these carbon nanostructures. Some of the questions stemmed from an ongoing debate about two classes of catalysts, often denoted in the literature as FeNC and CN x , whether they were different materials or the same materials with different names. An important outcome of these studies was the conclusion that FeNC and CN x are quite different materials. The CN x catalysts reported in our studies are prepared by pyrolyzing a carbon-nitrogen source, such as acetonitrile, over a growth medium. Most often, the support is an oxide (alumina, silica, magnesia), either used alone or doped with a transition metal (Fe or Co). These materials then go through a washing step with a strong acid or a base. Following this step, the resulting materials are graphitic carbon with different nano-geometries and high nitrogen content. Any transition metal left behind cannot be detected by surface analysis techniques, such as XPS. The iron species left behind in catalysts grown on Fe-doped supports were characterized by TEM, Mössbauer, and XAFS studies which showed Fe to be primarily encased in carbon, exhibiting mostly a cementite-type carbide and metal phases. These species do not interact with CO, H 2 S or cyanide.
FeNC catalysts, on the other hand, are often prepared by supporting a macrocycle or an alcoxide on a carbon support and they do have a metal center. Some of these materials go through pyrolysis in an inert or nitrogen-containing environment, but there is never a washing step in their preparation to leach out the metal. It is expected that a metal center that was part of the starting precursor still remains in these materials. Although its exact nature may not yet be fully elucidated, it is clear that the Fe center can bind sulfur and be poisoned upon exposure to H 2 S.
There remain many questions about the nature of active sites in FeNC and CN x catalysts. But it appears that the ORR activity in these materials stem from different active sites, although presence of more than one type of active site on each class of materials cannot be ruled out.
